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Congratulations, you have successfully completed all of the requirements necessary to participate in the 

Massachusetts driver license examination. 

 

Today will be the final step on becoming a licensed Massachusetts driver. 

 

 

Remember to:                   Do you know your hand signals? 
    (Demonstrate out the window with left arm) 

 Adjust your seat & steering wheel  

 Buckle your seat belt (It’s the law) 

 Make a complete stop at all stop signs 
(3 second stop) 

 While driving in reverse, look over your  

right shoulder (behind you)  

 Use your directional (all turns, pulling over & out) 

 If you make a mistake, fix it & continue 
   (Try not to let the mistake affect the rest of your test) 

 Listen to the examiner’s instructions          
     (Please ask if you are unsure of their instructions)  

 

In addition to the above the examiner will also be observing your confidence behind the wheel, as well 

 as your ability to demonstrate the proper techniques & control during various exercises.  

 

 Expect to perform the following exercises:  
 

 3-point turns -       (shift, signal, turn wheels & look) 

 Parking & securing the vehicle on a hill -  (shift into park, set e-brake & turn wheels – “UCLA”) 

 Driving along a curb in reverse -   (approximately 50 feet - make adjustments as necessary) 

 Parallel parking -      (behind a vehicle in reverse) 

 Pulling into & out of a parking space -  (forward & reverse without getting too close) 
 

 
 The test will take approximately 20 minutes. When the test is finished please return to the front desk so that we may confirm  

that you have passed, and issue any additional paperwork that may be required. 

REMEMBER!  
If you have not paid your registry fees (*$35.00) & 5 year picture license fee (*$50.00) your permit will remain a  

permit until these fees are paid. (The RMV is closed on weekends & holidays) 

*These fees are additional and cannot be accepted by Agganis Driving School, Inc. 
          

Good Luck & Thank you for choosing to test with us today! 
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